
 
 

 
 

 

The Future of Restaurant Marketing  

 
Marketing is constantly evolving. Especially for restaurants and the food service industry. The reason for this is 
technological advances. A company’s website is receiving less traffic than they did before; still, some restaurants are 
seeing significantly MORE organic walk-ins while some are seeing significantly LESS organic walk-ins to their 
establishment. The key reasons? Apps, maps, review sites, and sophisticated search phrases. Some brick-and-mortar-
only establishments receive up to 2.7x as many views and 
impressions on apps, search engines, and social network sites 
than they do their own website. For some in food service, that 
estimation is closer to 10x more impressions on 3rd party listings 
than they do their own website. The businesses achieving such 
high results are leveraging technology better than their 
counterparts. 
 
Additionally, “food near me” is no longer one of the top used 
search phrase for restaurants. Virtual assistants such as Amazon 
Alexa, Siri, Cortana and other virtual assistants are partially the 
cause. Users are now searching phrases such as, “Ok Google, 
who has the best tacos in Austin?” and search engines are 
utilizing location, listing site reviews, search engine reviews and 
other data to populate the best answer for that individual. What 
does this mean? It means if your Mexican food restaurant doesn’t 
have an online menu, your online listings didn’t have the word 
“taco” as an attribute, or your review ratings are low, chances 
are you didn’t break the top 20 results.  

The nuances in the different devices are just as important to take 
note of. The info-graphic to the right illustrates how different 
devices populate different search results (if any at all). This 
means businesses must now be on top of voice search 
optimization, as well as everything else.  

We have compiled helpful hints to find out if your restaurant 
needs help getting found online.  

 



 
 

 
 

 

Where can you be found? 

As a restaurant, you need to be found everywhere. 
The more convenient you are to your customer, the 
better chance you have of getting them to eat your 
best dish. If they loved it, they’re motivated to 
review you on the same listing site they found you 
on. 63% of consumers say they eat at a restaurant 
within a day of researching it online. Below are 36 
recommended sites you should be listed on. We 
acutally recommend close to 100 listings for every 
restaurant who wants to grow their presence 
locally, and leverage out-of-town visitors who 
spend on average 3x more at establishments than 
they do when they are in their hometown.  

On how many of these platforms can your eatery 
be found? 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

What’s in a name? 

Can your restaurant be found without a name? 68% of food-related searches are “unbranded.” Meaning, instead of 
searching for a specific restaurant, the majority of searchers are looking for a style of food (Chinese, Mexican, Greek), 
or a specific food item (orange chicken, burritos, gyros). 83% reported that reading the menu was a deciding factor in 
where to eat. This illustrates the dire need to have your menu available online, and ensure that it is accurate and up-

to-date in every location. 

 

Are you providing enough information online? 

The more descriptive information you can provide online to 

a curious party, the better. Do you allow dogs on your 

patio? Is there delivery? What about take out? Are there 

vegan/vegetarian options? Gluten-free crust? How much 

parking is available? Do you cater or host big events? Do 

you serve alcohol/beer/wine? All of these questions should 

to be answered in addition to your hours and location. 76% 

of consumers say they’re more likely to choose a restaurant 

that gives them in-depth attributes in search results. 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

The kicker: Are you maintaining this information? 

The hardest part of being visible in so many 

locations online is keeping everything 

consistent! Imagine you spend weeks 

planning a new menu. You get the menu 

typed up, sent it to a designer, then to a 

printing company, and now you have 

beautiful new menus in your location. But 

wait…now you need to add this new menu 

to Yelp, Grubhub, Yellowpages, Facebook, 

Postmates, Google, TripAdvisor, Bing, 

MapQuest…the list goes on. Consumer 

confusion is a real thing; one that a 

restaurant should be terrified of. Having 

your new menu and your old menu on 

different websites causes confusion. If your hours of operations changed and you put up a sign in the diner, but you 

didn’t update Yelp, consumers aren’t going to know the new hours when they do their online research and might show 

up when you’re closed.  

Are you optimized for voice search? 

What does all this have to do with voice search? Absolutely. Everything. 71% of people are using voice assistants for 

utilitarian purposes such as asking a question or searching for something specific. People Aged 45+ make the biggest 

percent of voice assistant users. Some estimate that 50% of all searches will be completed via voice by 2020. Shown 

on page one is an illustration about the nuance between the different voice search devices. Though these technologies 

will grow in their capabilities, one thing is clear as of 2018: just because you can be found by “text” search on Google 

or Bing, does not mean you can be found on voice search devices. Different devices have different databases, ran by 

different algorithms, that generate different results. Optimizing your online presence for voice search will help be 

certain your business will be found despite the method (or device) a consumer uses to look for you.  

Where does your restaurant stand? 

If your business is listed on 10 or less platforms, if your answer to any of the questions above is, “no,” “I don’t know,” 

or any variation of, you aren’t doing enough to stay up-to-date with technology. We can guarantee your competitors 

are doing more to stay visible online than your restaurant. Online optimization is a tool for any restaurant of any size. 

You don’t need to be a franchised location owned by an umbrella corporation with a CEO, CFO, COO, CMO, CTO and a 

half-dozen other rotating board members. Built and priced to be an affordable investment for any restaurant, Sinuate 

Media will optimize and manage your online presence. We will get your location listed on the most relevant platforms, 

monitor your reviews, manage your data and information (including your online menus), generate reviews, and compare 

your restaurant’s online presence to different competitors. If your goal is to grow, then your business can’t afford to 

not be optimized for online search. Go to sinuatemedia.com/get-local-listed for a free cursory analysis of your 

establishment. 



 
 

 
 

 

Packages 

Starter Professional Ultimate 

• Listing Publishing (Including 

Restaurant Exclusives: 

Grubhub, Postmates, and 

others) 

• Data Management 

• Publisher Suggestions 

• Listing Analytics 

• Restaurant Attribute Creation 

• Menu Publishing & Updating 

 

• Listing Publishing (Including 

Restaurant Exclusives: 

Grubhub, Postmates, and 

others) 

• Data Management 

• Publisher Suggestions 

• Listing Analytics 

• Restaurant Attribute Creation 

• Menu Publishing & Updating 

• Review Monitoring 

• Social Location Page Posting 

• User-Generated Content 

• Listing Publishing (Including 

Restaurant Exclusives: 

Grubhub, Postmates, and 

others) 

• Data Management 

• Publisher Suggestions 

• Listing Analytics 

• Restaurant Attribute Creation 

• Menu Publishing & Updating 

• Review Monitoring 

• Social Location Page Posting 

• User-Generated Content 

• Review Generation (never fake 

reviews!) 

• Review Response 

• Sentiment Analysis (we’ll 

compile a list of keywords used in 

reviews by your customers) 

• Competitive Analysis 

$100+tax/mo. | $1,140*+tax/yr. $125+tax/mo. | $1,425*+tax/yr. $192+tax/mo. | $2,188.80*+tax/yr. 

 

*5% discount applied to annual payments 
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